TSUBAME TAXI CO., LTD

It is an introduction of taxi service (one way) to sightseeing spots
that enjoy Shinshu in winter. We will offer you a comfortable
transfer to everyone coming to Shinshu by ski trip!
■ 'Approximate' fare and travel time from JR Nagano station to ski resort.
travel time
(min)

sedan
fare(JPY)

jumbo
fare(JPY)

Hakuba（Happo・Gryu・Tsugaike） 70-80 min

10,800

14,000

Shiga kogen（Ichinose ・Kumaike）

90 min

12,000

15,000

120 min

13,500

17,500

Nozawa Onsen

90 min

12,000

15,000

Myoko kogen

90 min

12,000

15,000

Shiga kogen（Oku shiga kogen）

※Customers are responsible for highways and toll road charges.
※You can choose "Sedan (4 people) · Jumbo (9 people + ski + baggage)" according to
the number of passengers and luggage.
※As there are limited number of vehicles in early morning reservations,
we may not be able to take over.

■Access to JR Nagano station(Railway)
Tokyo

Hokuriku Shinkansen [Kagayaki]

85 min

Kanazawa

Hokuriku Shinkansen [Kagayaki]

65 min

Limited express [Shinano]

180 min

Nagoya

※If you can make a reservation, a taxi driver will pick you up at the ticket gate
(Shinkansen / conventional line).
For inquiries / orders

Tsubame taxi co,ltd

mail:tsubame-taxi@ever.ocn.ne.jp
FAX:026-235-3663

TAXI

order request form

One way straight line!

(※1)

Reservation is required.

It is a taxi service to the resort which fully enjoy Shinshu winter such
as Hakuba, Shiga Kogen, Myoko Kogen, Snow Monkey! Please fill in the
following necessary items and please send it to the bottom address.

Please fill in the necessary items and check.
1.Date:

(※2)Departure

2.Boarding location:
(Place to take a taxi)

time:

□Nagano Station Sinkansen ticket gate.
□Nagano Station conventional line ticket gate.
□Other (Hotel etc.)

Details

3.Destination：
(Getting off the place)

□Hakuba □Tsugaike □Hakuba-Goryu
□Shiga kogen Ichinose □Kumanoyu □Okushiga
□Takamagahara □Nozawa Onsen □Kita shiga(Ryuo)
□Myoko kogen □Snow Monkey □Other

Details

4.Number of passengers(※3):
Notes! Please be sure to observe the following items.
(※1) Please make your reservation 7 days in advance.
(※2) When departing from Nagano station, please fill in the time to arrive at
Nagano station. By the arrival time of the train, the driver will pick you up
at the ticket gate
(※3) Even if two people ride, if there are lots of luggage such as large suitcases
and skiing etc, it will be a jumbo taxi because it will not enter the sedan.
check !

Please check the following two items and check.
1.Just by sending this request form, reservation will not be completed.
Reservation will be completed with reply from our company.
2.In case of cancellation: Be sure to contact us by the day before.
If you can not contact us, we may charge a cancellation fee.

FAX:026-235-3663
Mail: tsubame-taxi@ever.ocn.ne.jp

TSUBAME-TAXI co,ltd

